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East Asia summer monsoon (EASM) simulations are conducted to evalu-
ate three schemes which determine cloud properties used in the radiation
calculation of the State University of New York at Albany (SUNYA) re-
gional climate model (RCM). Scheme-I uses diagnostic cloud cover and cloud
water while Scheme-II uses prognostic cloud water along with overcast sky;
both schemes are commonly employed in RCMs. In Scheme-III, cloud cover
is determined by diagnostic formula, but the cloud water is calculated by
the weighted means of its diagnosed and prognosed values. Therefore,
Scheme-III considers the subgrid-scale clouds as Scheme-I and maintains
consistent cloud properties in radiation calculation and microphysical pro-
cesses as Scheme-II. Cloud radiative forcing (CRF) which provides a quan-
tification of the cloud-radiation-climate interaction is adopted to compare
the three schemes in simulating the 1991 EASM, characterized by large
amounts of cloud and persistent rainfall over Yangtze-Huai River valley.

With these three cloud schemes, the SUNYA RCM is capable of simu-
lating the intra-seasonal variations of observed cloud cover and longwave
CRF. The transition of shortwave CRF is not properly simulated due to the
constantly presented low-level clouds. Mostly the magnitude of CRF is over-
estimated by 13 - 22 W m 2−  for shortwave CRF and by 12 - 16 W m 2−  for
longwave CRF. It is also found that the surface temperature biases are highly
correlated (with correlation coefficient greater than 0.8) to the shortwave
CRF biases. Therefore, Scheme-III resulting in less low-level cloud water
and the least shortwave CRF biases simulates surface temperatures in bet-
ter agreement with observations. Analyses of surface energy balance com-
ponents indicate that the CRF changes dominate the surface temperature
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responses and the consequent surface latent heat and sensible heat flux feed-
backs significantly offset them. Finally, comparisons of the diurnal varia-
tions of simulated cloud water among the three schemes show that Scheme-
III provides consistency between cloud microphysics and radiation.

(Key Words: Cloud parameterization, East Asia summer monsoon,
Regional Climate Model)

1. INTRODUCTION

Cloud parameterization determining the heating/cooling of the atmosphere through latent
heat release and cloud radiative forcing (CRF) is an important element in climate simulations.
The cloud formation/dissipation depends on cloud microphysics processes in response to at-
mospheric thermodynamic states while the CRF depends on number density, size, optical
properties, temperature, and vertical association of clouds. Apparently, cloud properties in
these two aspects should be consistently treated to simulate the cloud-radiation-climate
interactions. However, cloud parameterization development is a challenging task (Randall et
al. 2003) due to the complexity of cloud processes and their interplay (IPCC 2001).

In most climate models, cloud properties are either predicted by prognostic equations
(Tiedtke 1993; Del Genio et al. 1996; Lohmann and Roeckner 1996; Fowler et al. 1996; Rasch
and Kristjánsson 1998) or diagnosed by empirical formulas (Slingo and Slingo 1991; Liang
and Wang 1995; Hack 1998). Because the cloud microphysical processes in prognostic equa-
tions directly respond to the thermodynamic state, using prognostic clouds in all physical
processes is an ideal approach to treat cloud-climate interaction. However, prognostic clouds
usually cannot explicitly resolve subgrid-scale clouds due to the coarse resolutions of climate
models unless the fractional cloudiness is considered in cloud microphysics. Neglecting subgrid-
scale clouds will lead to an underestimation of cloud-radiative effects for grids which do not
produce prognostic clouds for their subsaturated mean humidity.

On the other hand, diagnostic clouds can represent both grid- and subgrid-scale clouds but
their interaction with climate is indirect, primarily through the changes in relative humidity
and vertical motion, and limited by empirical parameters. The inappropriate cloud representa-
tion certainly could yield incorrect interactions between thermodynamics and circulation. For
example, large biases of radiative fluxes as well as the strength of monsoon circulations are
simulated when prescribed cloud properties are used in the Asian summer monsoon simula-
tion of Sharma et al. (1998). Besides the limited interaction, the variation of grid mean diag-
nostic cloud water may be different from that of prognostic cloud water, resulting in inconsis-
tence between cloud microphysics and cloud radiation calculation, and thus inappropriate cloud-
radiation-climate interactions.

Although cloud cover (CC) has been introduced in prognostic equations of clouds (Tiedtke
1993; Del Genio et al. 1996; Lohmann and Roeckner 1996; Rasch and Kristjánsson 1998) to
represent subgrid-scale clouds, many climate models still do not consider subgrid-scale clouds,
especially for many regional climate models (Giorgi 1999; Leung et al. 1999; Wang et al.
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2000). To minimize the aforementioned drawbacks of merely using diagnostic and prognostic
clouds alone, a cloud hybrid scheme is proposed and applied in a regional climate model
(RCM) with horizontal resolution of 60 km. Thus, both subgrid- and grid-scale clouds can be
represented without remarkably modifying the microphysics of prognostic clouds.

The main objective of this study is to use the State University of New York at Albany
(SUNYA) RCM, which has been demonstrated to be able to simulate the meso-scale charac-
teristics of the 1991 East Asian summer monsoon (EASM; Leung et al. 1999, Wang et al.
2000, and Gong and Wang 2000), to evaluate different cloud schemes in simulating the cloud
cover and water and to examine the consistency of these parameters in physical processes. The
cloud and rain belts associated with the semi-stationary Mei-Yu fronts are the most important
features of the EASM, extending thousands of kilometers, elongating from Japan to the south-
west China (Tao and Chen 1987). The long lasting and extended clouds greatly reduce surface
incoming solar radiative and heat fluxes as well as atmospheric latent heat release and radia-
tive heating, which play key roles in triggering and maintaining monsoon circulations.

To determine the cloud properties used in radiation calculation, the following three cloud
schemes are considered: Scheme-I uses diagnostic cloud water and diagnostic cloud covers to
represent the diagnostic clouds; Scheme-II uses prognostic cloud water along with overcast
sky (i.e., 100% cloud cover) to represent the prognostic clouds; and Scheme-III averages diag-
nostic and prognostic cloud water along with diagnostic cloud covers to represent the hybrid
clouds. The hybrid scheme considers both the grid-scale and subgrid-scale clouds and has
direct interaction and coupling between radiation and thermodynamics. We evaluate these
schemes by analyzing the CRF, surface temperatures, surface energy balance, and diurnal
variations of the low-level clouds of simulations. Three experiments are conducted, desig-
nated as EX_diag, EX_prog, and EX_hyb respectively, for the three cloud schemes-I, -II, and
-III. Thereafter, clouds are referred to as diagnostic clouds, prognostic clouds, and hybrid
clouds when they are decided by Scheme-I, Scheme-II, and Scheme-III, respectively. The
treatment of the three major cloud parameters is summarized in Table 1. The results of EX_diag
are used as references when comparisons among simulated data are made otherwise observa-
tions are given specific reference when discussing model biases. Details of these three cloud
schemes and the relevant observation data are introduced in Section 2. Observed cloud features,
model performance, simulation biases are presented in Section 3. The responses of land-sur-
face energy budget to different cloud schemes, and the features of diurnal cycles of cloud
fields are discussed in Section 4. Section 5 gives conclusions and discussion.

2. APPROACH

2.1 The Cloud Schemes

The radiation package of National Center for Atmospheric Research Climate Community
Model (NCAR CCM3) version 3 (Kiehl et al. 1998), which considers three major cloud pa-
rameters (cloud water path, cloud fraction, and cloud droplet effective radius) to account for
clouds in radiation calculations, is used in this study. Based on these three cloud parameters,
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three cloud schemes (Scheme-I, -II, and -III) are formulated as follows. Scheme-I uses empiri-
cal formulas to calculate cloud water path, cloud cover, and droplet effective radius. The in-
cloud cloud water path (CWPdiag) is decided by the diagnostic scheme of Hack (1998), which
depends on the values of precipitable water and a specified scale height. The maximum value
of the in-cloud cloud water content of about 200 mg kg 1−

 occurs in the fourth lowest layer
because no cloud is considered in the lowest three layers in SUNYA-RCM for radiation
calculation. The liquid and ice cloud droplet effective radius, (rel and rei) are parameterized as
functions of temperature, pressure, and land-sea distribution, as in CCM3 (Kiehl 1994a; Kiehl
et al. 1998). For the cloud cover, we use the diagnostic scheme of Liang and Wang (1995),
which is modified from Slingo and Slingo (1991): the cloud fraction of convective clouds
depends on convective rainfall while the stratiform cloud fraction is decided by relative hu-
midity first and then adjusted by the large-scale subsidence. Both grid-scale and subgrid-scale
clouds can be represented by Scheme-I, depending on whether the grid is saturated or not.
Through the changes in relative humidity, vertical motion, and convective rainfall, cloud-
radiation interaction is performed but with limited variability due to the limited changes in in-
cloud cloud water and cloud droplet effect radius. However, the diagnostic approach like
Scheme-I is simple and widely used in many climate models.

Scheme-II uses  prognostic cloud water (Dudhia 1989) along with a cloud cover of either over-
cast or clear-sky, depending on whether the cloud water is greater than 0.1 gm 2−  or not, in radiation
calculation. The prognostic cloud water path (CWPprog) is calculated as CWPprog = CWC prog  ⋅∆z ,
where CWC prog  indicates the predicted cloud water content and ∆z  the thickness of grid box.
The liquid cloud droplet effective radius is parameterized in terms of cloud water content and

Table 1. Cloud property configurations adopted in the three experiments with
different cloud schemes for radiation calculation. Cloud covers are di-
agnosed by the scheme of Liang and Wang (1995). Hybrid cloud water
is calculated by Eq. (4) and (5). Effective radius determined by Eqs.
(1) to (3) depends on cloud water and prescribed cloud droplet number
density while the one of Kiehl (1994a) depends on the temperature and
pressure.
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droplet number concentration N (Martin et al. 1994; Gultepe et al. 1996; Lohmann et al. 1999;
Reid et al. 1999; Iacobellies and Somerville 2000):

r CWC
k Nel prog
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where ρl  is the liquid water density. km  = 0.8 for the maritime clouds and km  = 0.67 for the
continental clouds are required factors to estimate the effective radius from the mean volume
radius (Martin et al. 1994). With the scale height of H = 3.57 km (Pruppacher and Klett 1997),
the liquid cloud droplet number concentration decreases exponentially as the height of cloud,
h, increases. Based on the warm stratocumulus cloud measurements of Martin et al. (1994),
the mean droplet concentration for each individual measurement ranges 35 - 200 cm 3−  over
ocean, and 100 - 500 cm 3−  over land. In this study, N0 = 100 and 300 cm 3−  is respectively
chosen to calculate the effective radiuses of liquid cloud drops over ocean and land. In addition,
the following empirical formula of Lohmann et al. (1999) is used to calculate the effective
radiuses of ice cloud drops.

r CWCei prog= × ⋅83 3 1000 0 216. ( ) .    , (3)

where the unit of CWC prog  is kg m 3−  and the unit of rei  is µm.
The differences between diagnostic and prognostic clouds are identified in Fig. 1 which

shows the seasonal (from May to July 1991) and zonal mean (from 105° - 120°E) vertical
profiles of clouds. In Ex_diag, the diagnostic cloud water contents (Fig.1a) are much smaller
than the predicted ones (Fig. 1b). The effective cloud covers, a major cloud parameter defined
as cloud cover times cloud emissivity for longwave radiation calculation, of Ex_diag and
Ex_prog are respectively shown in Figs. 1c, d. Apparently, the vertical distributions of effec-
tive cloud covers are very different, with more high-level clouds and less middle-level clouds
appearing in EX_prog, resulting in different impacts on radiative fluxes.

Scheme-III calculates the cloud water for radiation calculation by taking the weighted
mean of the diagnostic and prognostic cloud water paths. The cloud water path of the hybrid
cloud (CWPhyb) is shown as follows:
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where the critical relative humidity, RHc , is set as 95%. The weighting function of (5) is
based on the idea that clouds are completely represented by grid-scale prognostic clouds when
relative humidity is near saturation, and are totally represented by subgrid-scale diagnostic
clouds when the relative humidity is smaller than a specified critical value (RHc ). Diagnostic
cloud covers are used in Scheme-III irrespective of the grid boxes being saturated or subsaturated
as it is overcast when RH = 100% and there is no subsidence. Treating prognostic cloud water
as the in-cloud quantity together with a diagnostic cloud cover which takes into account the
effects of large scale subsidence can result in more realistic cloud representations in radiation

Fig. 1. Height-latitude distributions of the seasonal and zonal mean (a) diagnos-
tic cloud water mixing ratios, (b) prognostic cloud water mixing ratios,
and (c) effective cloud fractions of diagnostic clouds; and that of (d) the
effective cloud fractions of prognostic clouds.
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calculation (Cheng 2003) due to different time steps used in cloud microphysical processes (2
minutes) and in radiation calculation (1 hour). The effective cloud-droplet radius is decided by
the same equations as (1) and (3) but the hybrid cloud water of (4) is used, instead of CWPprog.

In the simulation using Scheme-III, the process of liquid cloud water autoconversion,
which converts water from clouds to rains due to cloud droplet coagulation, in the explicit
moisture scheme is also modified. With a specified conversion coefficient kl , the excessive
cloud water is converted into rainwater with a rate of k q ql c l crit( ),− , where qc  is the cloud
water mixing ratio and ql crit,  is the a cloud water loading threshold. Instead of using a constant
ql crit,  (0.7 g kg 1−  in Rutledge and Hobbs 1983; 1.0 g kg 1−  in Lin et al. 1983; and 0.5 g kg 1−  in
Dudhia 1989), we use the same  and  as Giorgi et al. (1999) who used RCM with the same
spatial resolution (60 km) to simulate the EASM. The varies linearly with temperature, from
0.02 gm 3−  at 220 K to 0.1 gm 3−  at 265 K and from 0.1 gm 3−  at 265 K to 0.2 gm 3−  at 295 K.
These modifications are entitled to yield cloud water contents in line with the observations
(Giorgi et al. 1999), obtaining more realistic results of cloud optical depth.

2.2 Cloud Radiative Forcing

To evaluate the performances of cloud schemes in radiation calculation, the CRF is taken
as the major index for comparison. The CRF is defined as the difference in the outgoing radia-
tive flux at the top of the atmosphere (TOA) between clear and cloudy-sky conditions. This
macroscopic parameter has taken into account contributions from cloud cover, cloud optical
depth, and cloud emissivity, providing direct and useful information about the cloud-climate
interaction. The definitions of the shortwave and longwave CRF at the TOA are:

SW CRF = − −( )SWF SWFclr cld , (6)

LW CRT = LWF LWFclr cld−    , (7)

where SW CRF represents the shortwave CRF; LW CRF, the longwave CRF; SWFcld , the net
total-sky downward shortwave flux; LWFcld , the net total-sky upward longwave flux; SWFclr,
the net clear-sky downward shortwave flux; and LWFclr , the net clear-sky upward longwave
flux.

The effects of CRF can be simply categorized into a cloud albedo (cooling) effect and a
cloud greenhouse (warming) effect, the latter is associated with the large cloud longwave
absorptivity/emissivity and a colder cloud top temperature. Thus, based on the magnitudes of
the shortwave and the longwave CRF, the optical depth and the vertical extent of clouds can be
identified. Low-level clouds usually contain more cloud water and possess thicker cloud opti-
cal depth and cloud albedo, causing greater cloud albedo effect. A higher cloud top altitude
usually associates with colder cloud top temperature, resulting in greater reduction in outgoing
longwave radiation and thus a stronger greenhouse effect. Except for those tropical deep con-
vection active regions, where shortwave CRF and longwave CRF almost cancel each other out
(Ramanathan et al. 1987; Harrison et al. 1990; Kiehl 1994b; Collins et al. 1996; Tian and
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Ramanathan 2002), in general, the magnitude of shortwave CRF is larger than that of longwave
CRF, yielding a negative net CRF (cooling) of the atmosphere-earth system.

2.3 Observation Data

Station measurements of daily surface maximum and minimum temperatures and precipi-
tations are obtained from the NCAR Data Support Section. Within the model inner domain,
there are about 140 stations available for comparison with model simulations which are lin-
early interpolated to the station locations. In addition to the ground-based observations, satel-
lite retrievals are also used to analyze the clouds and associated radiative properties. Because
of the specific time frame (the summer of 1991), no individually comprehensive data set that
includes all of the parameters of interest (e.g., cloud cover, shortwave CRF, and longwave
CRF) is available. In this study, we used a combination of different datasets, the cloud frac-
tions from the International Satellite Cloud Climate Project (ISCCP) D2 series data (Rossow
and Schiffer 1999), the longwave CRF from the Television Infrared Observation Satellite
(TIROS) Optional Vertical Sounder data, and the shortwave CRF from the surface solar irra-
diance datasets (Bishop et al. 1997) for Sea-viewing Wide Field-of-view Sensor (SeaWiFS).

ISCCP D2 provides monthly mean cloud parameters, including cloud cover, cloud-top
pressures and temperatures, cloud water paths, and cloud optical depths, at the horizontal
resolution of 280 km × 280 km (approximately 2.5° × 2.5°). Once the high clouds are seen,
the clouds underneath cannot be identified accurately by satellites. Thus, due to abundant high
cloud in the EASM, only high cloud and total cloud amounts are compared in this study.
TIROS Vertical Sounder (TOVS) datasets provide parameters, such as cloud fractions, out-
going longwave radiation, surface pressures, vertical profiles of temperatures, and water va-
por over the whole globe, to monitor and investigate local and periodic phenomena as well as
long-term climate changes. The parameter needed in this study is a five-day-average longwave
CRF with 1° × 1° horizontal resolution.

To analyze the shortwave CRF of the 1991 EASM region, the data used here are from the
surface solar irradiance datasets for the SeaWiFS Project (Hooker and Esaias 1993). Based on
the algorithm of Bishop et al. (1997), the daily average surface incident solar irradiances (clear-
sky and total-sky incident solar irradiances) are calculated at a resolution of 0.5°. Since this
surface solar irradiance dataset only provides direct downward solar radiation at the surface
under both clear sky and total sky conditions, the surface albedo (α s) is needed to estimate
shortwave CRF at the surface. The net downward shortwave fluxes (the downward shortwave
fluxes minus the upward ones) in (1) are estimated by multiplying direct downward solar
radiation fluxes with surface absorption, 1−α s. Therefore, in this study, shortwave CRF at the
surface is computed by subtracting clear-sky incident solar irradiance from that of total-sky
and then multiplying the result by surface absorption (1−α s):

( ) ( )SW CRF SWF SWFsurface clr cld surface = − −

      ≅ − − × −( ) ( )SWDF SWDFclr cld surface s1 α , (8)
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where SWDFcld  indicates the total-sky direct downward shortwave flux at the surface, SWDFclr

is clear-sky direct downward shortwave flux at the surface, and the subscript “surface” de-
notes  surface fluxes. The SWDF biases of less than 20 W m  2−  are measured on monthly
timescales, and are mainly caused by uncertainties in aerosol optical depth. Because the frac-
tion of solar radiation absorbed by clouds is very small, shortwave CRF at the surface is not
much different from shortwave CRF at the TOA. Besides which, the greatest impact of short-
wave CRF occurs at the surface, resulting in colder surface temperature, and lower sensible
and latent heat fluxes. Hereafter, shortwave CRF at the surface is used for analyses.

In SUNYA RCM, cloud covers are calculated based on the assumption of random
overlapping. High-level cloud covers indicate clouds occurring between the model top and
440 hPa. In ISCCP, cloud covers are decided by the occurrence of overcast pixels with high-
level clouds being identified based on cloud top pressure and cloud optical depth. When com-
paring model with satellite observations, direct use of cloud covers may lead to overestimation
as high humidity near the model top can produce abundant high-level clouds of negligible
optical properties. When we consider cloud-radiative effect, effective cloud covers are com-
pared with the cloud covers of satellite observations.

2.4 SUNYA Regional Climate Model

SUNYA-RCM is developed based on the fifth-generation Pennsylvania State University-
National Center for Atmospheric Research Mesoscale Model version 2 (MM5, Grell et al.
1994) and has been used to study the scale-dependence of cloud-radiation interactions (Dudek,
et al. 1996) and EASM (Leung et al. 1999; Gong and Wang 2000; Wang et al. 2000). Follow-
ing Gong and Wang (2000) and Wang et al. (2000), the same model domain centering at 30°N
and 120°E and extending 5040 km × 3840 km horizontally with 60 km spatial resolution is
used in this study. The vertical coordination extends from the surface to the pressure level of
10 hPa and employs 23 sigma levels with resolution varying from ~100 m in the planetary
boundary layer (PBL) to ~500 m in the free atmosphere. Objective analyses from the Euro-
pean Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF)-Tropical Ocean Global Atmo-
sphere (TOGA) are implemented to provide initial and external lateral boundary conditions.
Data of 0000UT and 1200UT are linearly interpolated in space and time to give the lateral
boundary conditions for driving the SUNYA-RCM. The 18-grid point buffer zone along with
the linear interpolation function in the nudging procedure, showing good performances in the
EASM simulations of Gong and Wang (2000), are adopted.

Several physical parameterization options of Gong and Wang (2000) and Wang et al.
(2000) have been changed to more comprehensive ones. For surface-atmosphere interaction,
the Simplified Simple Biosphere model (SSiB) and the Mellor-Yamada PBL scheme (Xue at
al. 1996) are used respectively over land surface and ocean to account for the transfer of
momentum, heat, and moisture. For radiation calculation, the CCM3 radiation model is used
as mentioned in section 2.1. For cumulus convection, Grell’s Heymsfield and Donner (1990)
is added to the explicit mix-phase bulk microphysical moisture scheme (Dudhia 1989) to ef-
fectively remove the excessive cloud ice of the upper troposphere, shown in earlier works of
the SUNYA-RCM (Leung et al. 1999).
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3. CLOUD COVERS, CRF, AND SURFACE TEMPERATURES

3.1 Observations

The 1991 Mei-Yu season over the Yangtze-Huai River valley was an extraordinary event
due to its long duration (from May 18 to July 13, almost twice its climatological length) and
severe floods. Following Lu et al. (1998), three major rain episodes during May 18 to 26
(Episode-I), June 2 to 20 (Episode-II), and June 30 to July 13 (Episode-III) over the Yangtze-
Huai river valley are defined to conduct  analyses over the East China region (105° - 122°E;
20° - 40°N). Because each major rain episode occurred in different months, the monthly mean
values of CRF, and cloud covers can indicate the cloud features of each rain episode. In this
study, all “zonal means” refer to data averaged within the area, 105° - 120°E.

According to observation, these major rain episodes exhibit heavy precipitation but with
different cloud cover and CRF features. The intra-seasonal variations of clouds can be identi-
fied in Table 2, which shows the regional and monthly averaged shortwave and longwave
CRFs and the high-level and total cloud covers over the east China region. A weaker longwave
CRF of +27.4 W m 2−  associated with a stronger mean shortwave CRF of -121.8 W m 2−  in
May turned into a stronger longwave CRF of  +36.2 W m 2−  (+38.0 W m 2− ) with a weaker
shortwave CRF of -111.3 W m 2−  (-102.1 W m 2− ) in June (July). The comparable total cloud
covers (about 77%) of each month came with noticeable difference in high-level cloud covers,
a difference also shown in the intra-seasonal variations of cloud structures. Therefore, with the
similar total cloud covers, the less high-level cloud covers (~20.9%) indicates either more
low- or middle-level clouds or less cloud overlapping in May. This transition is consistent
with the description of precipitation type given for the 1991 Mei-Yu by Lu et al. (1998). Since
low-level clouds cause weaker longwave CRF and stronger shortwave CRF, the aforemen-
tioned intra-seasonal variation in cloud structures can well explain the intra-seasonal transi-
tion of CRF. The prevailing clouds in May are low-level clouds associated with thick optical

Table 2. Observed monthly means of the surface shortwave CRF, the TOA
longwave CRF, and cloud covers of 1991 over the east China region,
covering the area from ~105° to 122°E and from ~20° to 40°N. Ob-
served data are retrieved from satellite observation.
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depth, stronger shortwave CRF, and weaker longwave CRF, whilst in June and July high-level
clouds associated with thinner optical depth, weaker shortwave CRF, and larger longwave
CRF dominate.

Intra-seasonal variations in cloud structure and CRF are shown in Fig. 2 and Table 3. In
Fig. 2, good correlation between zonal distributions of CRF and cloud cover are observed: the
correlation coefficients of longwave CRF and high-level cloud covers are over 84%, and those
of shortwave CRF and total cloud covers are over -74%. The spatial correlation coefficients of
CRF and cloud covers calculated from the monthly mean averaged data within the East China
region are listed in Table 3. In addition to showing good correlation between longwave CRF

Fig. 2. The zonal (from ~105° to 122°E) averages of the observed (a) longwave
CRF at the TOA, (b) high cloud cover, (c) shortwave CRF at the surface,
and (c) total cloud cover over Eastern China. Solid, dashed, and broken
lines indicate, respectively, the meridional distributions in May, June,
and July 1991.
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and high-level cloud cover and between shortwave CRF and total cloud cover, the transition of
dominant cloud type as mentioned in the previous paragraph can also be identified in Table 3.
The increasing high-level clouds in June and July not only dominated total cloud covers but
also dominated shortwave CRF. As time passed, the magnitude of correlation coefficients
between high-level clouds and shortwave CRF increased from 37% to 73%, and those be-
tween high-level clouds and total clouds increased from 52% to 86%. On the other hand,
weakening correlation coefficients between shortwave CRF and total cloudiness can be ex-
plained by the smaller optical depths of the increasing high-level clouds.

Although all are characterized by deep convection, the regions of the EASM, the Asian
monsoon (Rajeevan and Srinivasan 2000), and the tropical convection (Ramanathan et al.
1987; Harrison et al. 1990; Kiehl 1994b; Collins et al. 1996) have different CRF features.
Shortwave CRF only reaches -100 W m 2−  in the tropical Pacific region but can be smaller than
-140 W m 2−  in both the Asian and the EASM regions (Fig. 3a). Rajeevan and Srinivasan
(2000) point out that the larger high cloud amount and associated thicker cloud optical depth
(greater than 14) are the main reasons why shortwave CRF of the Asian monsoon region is
stronger than that of the tropical Pacific. On the other hand, longwave CRF can be greater than
+100 and +80 W m 2−  in the tropical Pacific region and the Asian monsoon region, respectively,
but barely reaches +60 W m 2−  in the EASM region. Hartmann et al. (2001) mentioned that the
prevailing high clouds, with tops higher than 180 hPa and optical depths less than 4, are the
main factor causing the weaker shortwave CRF, and stronger longwave CRF and thereby
maintaining the near-zero net CRF over the western Pacific warm pool, resulting in a 1 : 1 ratio
of longwave to shortwave CRF intensity. However, stronger shortwave CRF and weaker
longwave CRF occurred in the EASM region, resulting in a strong and negative net CRF. The
ratios of longwave to shortwave CRF intensity are much smaller, about 1 : 4.5 in May, 1 : 3 in
June, and 1 : 2.7 in July, in the EASM region. The larger ratio and larger longwave CRF
usually imply abundant high-level clouds and stronger convection. Thicker cloud optical depth
is responsible for stronger SW CRF; where as, warmer cloud-top temperatures and less cloud
cover and water content in high-level clouds may cause weaker LW CRF.

Table 3. Spatial correlation coefficients between observed CRF and cloud cover
for May, June, and July.
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3.2 Model Simulations

Based on monthly means over land surface in the inner domain, scatter diagrams of ob-
served and simulated shortwave and longwave CRF are shown in Fig. 3. The tilted straight
lines in Fig. 3 indicate the cancellation effect between shortwave CRF and longwave CRF. In
Fig. 3a, the observed data points of May can be easily separated from those of June and July
due to their smaller longwave CRF (less than 30 W m 2− ). Similar to observation, most of the
simulated data still reside in the same area where the ratios of longwave to shortwave CRF
intensity are smaller than 1:1 and show the distinctive separation of May from June and July.

Fig. 3. The scatter diagrams of the monthly mean surface shortwave CRF and
TOA longwave CRF (unit: W m 2− ) of the (a) observation, (b) the
EX_diag, (c) the EX_prog, and (d) the EX_hyb. Circles, triangles, and
stars represent the data collected in May, June, and July, respectively.
Straight line with slope -1 represents the cases with the same absolute
values of longwave CRF and shortwave CRF.
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However, all simulations have broader scattering than the observations. The data points of
EX_prog and EX_hyb spread more dispersively than those of observation and EX_diag.

Figures 4 and 5 show the time series of zonal averaged longwave and shortwave CRF
distributions, respectively, for May 1 - July 29. All rain episodes can be identified except the
ambiguous break with strong CRF between Episode I and Episode II. Overall, without consid-
ering the results in the buffer zone (southward of ~20°N and northward of ~38°N) the model

Fig. 4. Hövmöller diagrams from May 1 (day 1) to July 28 (day 90) 1991 of the
simulated zonal mean surface shortwave CRF of (a) observation, (b)
EX_diag, (c) EX_prog, and (d) EX_hyb. Data is with 1-day temporal
resolution.
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captures the characteristics of the rain events, the transitions, and the spatial distributions of
CRF for all simulations. It is noted that shortwave CRF of prognostic clouds (Fig. 4c) is almost
negligible in the buffer zone where the thermodynamic state and circulation are relaxed to
lateral boundary conditions. Lateral boundary conditions are interpolated from the ECMWF
data where humidity over grids of size 2.5° × 2.5° seldom reaches saturation, limiting the
formation of prognostic clouds. However, clouds still can be diagnosed in the sub-saturated

Fig. 5. Hövmöller diagrams from May 1 (day 1) to July 28 (day 90) 1991 of the
simulated zonal mean TOA longwave CRF of (a) observation, (b)
EX_diag, (c) EX_prog, and (d) EX_hyb. Data is with 5-day temporal
resolution.
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buffer zone by Scheme-I although their radiative effects (Fig. 4b) are also small in the area
northward of 38°N where the precipitable water (which decides cloud water path) and relative
humidity are small.

Due to the consideration of subgrid-scale clouds, Schemes I and III result in better spatial
distributions of CRF than Scheme-II does (Figs. 4, 5). However, Scheme-I still overestimates both
shortwave and longwave CRF in June and July (Table 4). The shortwave CRF overestimations of
Scheme-I mainly take place in areas where deep convection is inactive. Scheme-II overestimates
shortwave CRF more than Scheme-I, with about -31 W m 2−  in June and -39 W m 2−  in July, in the
convection inactive areas (Fig. 4c). Among all the experiments, Scheme-III results in the smallest
shortwave CRF biases, -19 W m 2−  in June and -26 W m 2−  in July (Table 4). The smaller short-
wave CRF biases simulated by Scheme-III are primarily attributed to improvement in precipitation
inactive areas (not shown). With modification in the autoconversion rate of microphysics and
consideration for fractional diagnostic cloud covers, hybrid cloud water and cloud optical
depth are effectively reduced, minimizing shortwave CRF biases in EX_hyb. Because short-
wave distinction is more sensitive to clouds with smaller optical depth, the strength of short-
wave CRF decreases more in rain free areas than in rainy areas where cloud optical depth is
usually very thick. As for longwave CRF, all schemes overestimate it in June and July while
Scheme-II underestimated it in May. Cooler cloud top temperature and an abundant ice water
path are most likely responsible for the longwave overestimation.

Table 4. The observed monthly and regional mean CRF and the simulated CRF
deviations, in respect to the observed ones, of over the east China re-
gion for May, June, and July. (Unit: W m 2− )

As CRF primarily impacts climate through changes in surface heat flux, CRF biases can
greatly influence surface temperature. Temporal variations in regional averages of surface
maximum and minimum temperatures, and precipitation are well simulated by the model (Fig. 6).
However, not only are these trends well simulated, but trends in spatial standard deviation of
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these surface variables are also well simulated (not shown); although, model biases in maxi-
mum temperature and precipitation do exist. The model underestimates surface maximum
temperatures most of the time, especially under Scheme-II. Scheme-III (with seasonal and
regional averaged bias of -0.87°C and root mean square error of 3.33°C) does a better perfor-
mance than Scheme-I (with -1.17°C bias and 3.42°C root mean square error) and Scheme-II
(with -1.61°C bias and 3.9°C root mean square error) do. The root mean square error (RMSE)

Fig. 6. Time series of the regional (from ~105° to 122°E and from ~20° to 40°N)
averaged land surface maximum and minimum temperatures (°C), and
precipitation (mm day 1− ). Bold solid, solid, dashed, and broken lines in-
dicate the data of observation, EX_diag, EX_prog, and EX_hyb,
respectively.
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of a variable x is defined as:

RMSE
x x

N

obs i
i

N

=
−

=
∑ ( ),mod, i

2

1 , (9)

where the subscript obs denotes the observations; mod, the corresponding model results; and i
and N, the index and the total number of sampled data. Similar to the conditions of shortwave
CRF, the surface maximum temperatures also have larger cold biases during the Mei-Yu breaks
(e.g., day 51 to 60 and day 75 to 90). Figure 7 shows shortwave CRF biases along with surface
maximum temperature. The shortwave CRF biases and temperature biases show a correlation
coefficient greater than 86%. This suggests improvement in shortwave CRF simulation would
result in improved surface maximum temperature simulation.

Although Scheme-III results in smaller shortwave CRF biases, it results in larger longwave
CRF overestimation because of the thick high-level clouds caused by considering a larger
prognostic cloud ice content, and enhanced convection activity caused by the feedback of
larger surface heat fluxes. However, biases and differences in surface minimum temperatures
among different experiments are small. The results show that using different cloud schemes
has a greater impact on maximum temperature than on minimum temperature and precipitation.
Note that the surface minimum temperature is related to longwave CRF at the surface more
than to that at the TOA. In our experiments, the surface longwave CRF differences between
experiments are much smaller than surface shortwave CRF differences. Moreover, the posi-
tive correlation between maximum temperature biases and minimum temperature biases in
our simulations is another reason for smaller changes in minimum temperature, i.e., a cooler
daytime maximum temperature would tend to weaken the cloud greenhouse effect the follow-
ing night. Also, the temperature feedback of longwave radiation can alleviate changes in the
surface energy budget.

4. SURFACE ENERGY BUDGET AND DIURNAL CYCLE

A negative shortwave CRF implies a reduction in solar radiation reaching the surface,
resulting in cooler surface temperatures, which subsequently decrease surface sensible heat
and latent heat fluxes, greatly impacting atmospheric circulation. In our simulations, almost
all decreases in these surface heat fluxes compensate decreases in the surface radiative fluxes.
This feedback of surface flux changes to the atmosphere is larger and more profound than
cloud radiative forcing in the atmosphere. Thus, it is worth examining responses of surface
energy balance components (ground temperature, radiative flux, and fluxes of sensible heat
and latent heat) to the model using different cloud schemes. Data analyzed in this section are
regional averages and departures from reference simulation (EX_diag) over land surface within
the model’s inner domain.

Figure 8 shows the time series of net CRF, net surface energy balance (with the sum of
surface sensible and latent heat fluxes being subtracted from the sum of surface shortwave and
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longwave radiative fluxes), and ground temperature departures at the surface. Fluctuations in
net surface energy balance departures (Fig. 8b) explain fluctuations in ground temperature
departures (Fig. 8c) very well. Fluctuations in surface net radiative flux and surface total heat
flux departures (the sum of surface sensible and latent heat fluxes), not shown, resemble the

Fig. 7. Time series of the regional averaged (a) surface maximum temperature,
and (b) shortwave CRF biases from observations. Bold solid, solid,
dashed, and broken lines indicate the data of observation, EX_diag,
EX_prog, and EX_hyb, respectively.
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results shown in Fig. 8a, indicating that the role of CRF is very critical in the surface energy
budget. Magnitudes of related variables are listed in Table 5, showing seasonal and regional
averages in the simulation of EX_diag, and departures of these averages in other simulations
from that of EX_diag. The reduction in the surface energy supply caused by CRF is about

Fig. 8. The time series of the departures (from results of EX_diag) of regional
averaged (a) net CRF at the surface, (b) net surface energy balance, and
(c) ground temperature. Dashed and broken lines present the results of
EX_prog, and EX_hyb, respectively.
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-100 Wm 2−
. The land surface responds to the shortage of radiation gain with reduced ground

temperature, and energy losses through changes in surface heat fluxes. Departures in surface
total heat flux reduction are of similar magnitude to departures in surface net CRF (Table 5)
and have good temporal correlation.

In addition to variation in daily means, we also examine below diurnal variation in sea-
sonal means of normalized data. Normalized data are data with daily means having been sub-
tracted before being divided by daily standard deviations. Therefore, diurnal cycles will not be
dominated by data from those days with large variations. Diurnal variations in net surface
radiative flux, CRF, and surface total heat flux departures also resemble each other (not shown),
indicating that surface total heat flux responds over time offsetting changes in surface radia-
tive flux. Figure 9a shows that different cloud schemes result in different diurnal variations in
surface net incoming radiative fluxes, which are strongly related to diurnal variation in cloud
optical depth (Fig. 9b). Surface incoming radiation reaches a maximum about one hour later in
EX_prog than in EX-diag. Diurnal cycles of normalized column liquid cloud optical depths
are shown in Fig. 9b, showing the diurnal cycle difference between diagnostic and prognostic
clouds. To investigate the reason behind this difference, the diurnal variations of thermody-
namic and cloud related fields are analyzed. Because the major contribution of cloud optical
depth comes from clouds in the lower troposphere, which are directly affected by  surface heat
fluxes, we focus on  diurnal cycles of thermodynamic states and cloud fields of the lower
troposphere (from the surface to the sigma level of 0.5) below.

Through turbulence mixing, surface heat fluxes greatly affect atmospheric heating,
moistening, and consequent cloud formation. Figure 10 shows the vertical distributions of the
regional and seasonal averaged diurnal cycles of normalized (a) turbulence heating rate, (b)
turbulence moistening rate, (c) air temperatures, (d) water vapor mixing ratio, (e) relative
humidity, and (f) predicted liquid cloud water mixing ratio simulated in EX_diag. Although
these diurnal cycles in Fig. 10 show similarity among different experiments (not shown), the
diurnal cycles of cloud fields determined by the three cloud schemes for radiation calculation

Table 5. Seasonal and regional averages of surface shortwave CRF and related
land surface variables over land within the model’s inner domain.
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are different from each other. In Fig. 10, the upward propagating patterns of diurnal cycles in
the lower troposphere (primarily lower than ~800 hPa) show the responses of the atmosphere
to the surface heat fluxes. It clearly shows that the diurnal variations of temperature and vapor
are dominated by the heating (Fig. 10a) and moistening (Fig. 10b) due to turbulence mixing in
the PBL.

Due to variations in temperature and water vapor, the resultant diurnal cycle of relative
humidity also shows upward propagating characteristics in the lower troposphere (Fig. 10e)

Fig. 9. The diurnal cycles of the regional and seasonal averaged (a) surface
radiative flux departures from that of EX_diag (W m  2− ) and (b) normal-
ized liquid water optical depth. Solid, dashed and broken lines indicate
the results of EX_diag, EX_prog, and EX_hyb, respectively.
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but with different phase from that of temperature and water vapor. Relative humidity is the key
parameter to decide the diagnostic cloud cover and grid-box mean cloud water path used in
radiation calculation. In EX_diag, except for the lowest three layers where no clouds are con-
sidered for radiation calculation, the figures of diurnal cycles of normalized cloud cover
(Fig. 11a) and cloud water path for radiation calculation (Fig. 11b) resemble that of relative
humidity (Fig. 10e). Note that the diurnal variation pattern of prognostic cloud water (Fig. 10f)
is different from that of relative humidity and cloud cover, showing the inconsistency between
the diagnostic and prognostic clouds.

Fig. 10. The vertical distributions of the regional and seasonal averaged diurnal
cycles of normalized (a) turbulence heating rate, (b) turbulence moisten-
ing rate, (c) air temperatures, (d) water vapor mixing ratio, (e) relative
humidity, and (f) predicted liquid cloud water mixing ratio simulated by
EX_diag.
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In EX_prog at the layer from ~900 to ~800 hPa, diurnal variation of cloud water path
(Fig. 11d) is different from that of prognostic cloud cover (Fig. 11c) which is similar to that of
relative humidity (similar to Fig. 10e), indicating that the high relative humidity in the after-
noon may increase the occurrences of prognostic clouds but does not increase the in-cloud
cloud water content. Given this, Scheme-II can simulate the generation of more cloud albeit
with less cloud water in the afternoon; Scheme-I cannot. The consistence in diurnal variations
between cloud water path used for radiation calculation (Fig. 11e) and prognostic cloud water

Fig. 11. The vertical distributions of the regional and seasonal averaged diurnal
cycles of the normalized cloud cover of (a) EX_diag and (c) EX_prog;
the normalized cloud water path for radiation calculation in (b) EX_diag,
(d) EX_prog, and (e) EX_hyb; and  (f) the normalized prognostic cloud
water mixing ratio in EX_hyb.
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(Fig. 11f) can also be simulated by Scheme-III. Figure 12 shows the diurnal cycles of pre-
dicted cloud water and cloud water for radiation calculation at the pressure level ~900 hPa,
illustrating that prognostic cloud water content in all experiments reaches a minimum value
around noontime. Similarly, the consistence between diurnal variation of cloud water path for
radiation calculation (Figs. 12a, c) and cloud water (Figs. 12b, d) only exists in the experi-
ments using Scheme-II and Scheme-III, while Scheme-I shows the opposite variation, reach-
ing its maximum during daytime and minimum during nighttime.

Fig. 12. The simulated regional and seasonal averaged diurnal cycles at fifth sigma
level (~900 hPa). Shows (a) the cloud water mixing ratio; (b), the cloud
water path for the radiation calculation; (c), the normalized liquid water
mixing ratio; and (d), the normalized cloud water path for the radiation
calculation. Solid, dashed, and broken lines indicate the results of
EX_diag, EX_prog, and EX_hyb, respectively.
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5. CONCLUSIONS

We used SUNYA RCM to evaluate three cloud schemes (for both cloud cover and cloud
water) in simulating CRF, the associated cloud structure, and the surface climate during the
1991 EASM, a year featuring extensive cloud cover and heavy monsoon rains over the Yangtz-
Huai River valley in Eastern China. The first two schemes, categorized as diagnostic and
prognostic clouds, are the schemes commonly used in RCMs, while the third is a hybrid scheme.
All three schemes simulate larger summer mean CRF net cooling and weaker seasonal varia-
tion of shortwave CRF, due mainly to the small seasonal variation of low-level cloud cover
and water. The hybrid scheme, because of its consideration of sub-grid scale cloud variability,
yields the least biases and results in a better surface temperature simulation. The improvement
mainly comes from a decrease in shortwave CRF biases during precipitation inactive periods
(June 21st to 29th and after July 14th). A smaller autoconversion threshold and consideration
of fractional clouds in the hybrid scheme effectively reduce mean cloud water and shortwave
CRF biases. Nevertheless, in June and July, shortwave CRF is still large due to the presence of
optically thick low-level clouds, as a result of a very moist lower troposphere which is also
closely related to other model physical processes, such as cumulus parameterization and land
surface processes.

The analyses of surface heat budget indicate that responses of latent and sensible heat
fluxes provide a strong negative feedback to reduce the differences in surface climate caused
by the differences in CRF. Through turbulence mixing processes, reduced surface heat fluxes
affect the thermodynamic fields and cloud fields of the lower troposphere for further cloud-
radiative-climate interaction. According to diurnal variations of variables in the low troposphere,
it is found that the diagnostic scheme results in inconsistency between clouds decided by
microphysics and clouds used in the radiation model, leading to thicker cloud optical depth in
the afternoon lowering the surface maximum temperatures.
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